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Chapter 8 – A Scout is helpful 

 

In the creeping darkness of the forest, the Eager Beaver Girl Scout troop in their brown and blue 

uniforms was practicing their knotting technique. The troop leader, though barely older than the other 

teens, was showing them how to set up a bait to keep bears away from their food supply and tent. 

Because of this one simple trick, most of them would be able to sleep soundly tonight and be well-

rested for their long trip back to civilization tomorrow.  

 

Only one girl wouldn’t be able to join them by the warm fire for a few bed-time spooky stories once they 

were done with the rope. She was lying naked, her tummy and small tits pressed on a flat rock and her 

head tilted painfully backward, far enough to see stars between the leaves. Her red braids were pulling 

her neck in that direction, they were tightly bound to her arms and legs, also twisted uncomfortably 

behind her back. Her jaw was locked too with a classic apple gag. If you shove an apple deep enough in 

someone’s mouth so the teeth can only bite the front end, that thing can’t be spat out easily. Combined 

with being surrounded by full jars of honey, a stranger coming upon the scene would be sure that the 

girls were getting ready to roast and eat their little friend.  

 

“Is it tight enough, Deedee?” 

 

A soft, shy voice said yes through an apple leaking juice and spit down her chin unfortunately not loud 

enough to outdo the no of the Scout leader. “If you haven't heard the back crack, it's not tight enough,” 

Deedee said. It would be dangerous to allow room for wiggling. 

 

Sure enough, after a strong pull of the roped that crisscrossed between the pale, freckled breasts of the 

terrified Beaver, a faint crack was heard through the troop’s chatter about boys, bears, and badges. Like 

her voice, Christine’s back was not loud enough to distinguish itself from the crackling of the nearby fire 

and it took a few more cracks for the troop to notice they had bent their friend the wrong way far 

enough. 

 

The tight, nude bundle of rope and goosebumps-covered flesh was kicked to roll on its front side. 

Christine’s nipples were starting to react from the transition of a hot spring day into a cold spring night. 

The metal rods going through amplified any sensation of her now-erect little dials. It was her two 

badges.  The ‘Stupid’ badge was pinned on her left nipple and the ‘Ugly’ badge to the right.  

 



“So, why can't you volunteer with us at the dog shelter tomorrow like usual, Deedee? We'll be a troop 

without a leader,” one of the Girl Scouts asked the taller girl handing out paintbrushes. 

 

“Because I'm getting inseminated tomorrow. I’ll come back the day after that and we'll be able to have 

fun together most of the summer until my belly is too big and I need a break.” 

 

“That's stupid, just do it in the fall,” another girl, banner full of real badges, asked, dipping her 

paintbrush in one of the honey jars. 

 

“It’s not that simple: sperm banks around the world are running low, you have to do it as soon as you’re 

old enough otherwise it might be too late,” Deedee replied, spreading a third coat of honey on 

Christine’s breasts, being not careful in the least about catching and pulling the quivering girl’s piercings 

with the sticky bristles. 

 

“I heard that there used to be like the same as male animals but for people and they could give you 

sperm whenever you wanted. You didn’t need to go to a bank. And it made you feel super good like 

you're on a cloud.” 

 

Ignoring Christine's jerky whines, most girls were now focused on tickling her pussy with brushes 

dripping in honey, sliding them deep in the pink between the vulva lips and sending shivers down the 

curved spine of the bear bait. 

 

“That's true!” Deedee exclaimed. “I'm excited about the impregnation because I'll be able to have my 

first orgasm. Touching even just a little bit of cum is enough to send you to paradise for over an hour.” 

 

“Woooow,” all but one of the Eager Beaver said in different tones. They deemed Christine sufficiently 

covered in yellow stickiness and hoisted her up in the closest tree, close enough for her to see the 

roaring fire but too far for her to feel its warmth. 

 

 

“My sister says you can feel good with animal cum too,” tentatively admitted one of the girls once their 

marshmallows were roasting near the flames. 

 

 

The troop leader quickly corrected her: "Don't say things like that, Patricia! It's not true and it’s 

dangerous!" She knew it was true, but admitting it was the equivalent of telling her Beavers that drugs 

were actually really great. They were better off thinking impregnation was the only way, like good girls, 

good citizens. Only once humanity’s reserves of man cum were depleted, maybe the taboo could be 

lifted. For now, mankind’s future was dependent on girls getting excited about whatever we can scrap 

off at the bottom of the frozen cum barrels filled by devoted men centuries ago.  

 



Nobody in the troop, not even their parents or grandparents were alive when the news reported the 

weirdest coincidence: a day where every recorded birth on Earth was female. The amusing coincidence 

brought worldwide panic when it was reported again the next day by reporters no longer smiling. The 

end of humanity had begun but women were determined to make it a slow and painful death. With the 

last sperm samples rapidly degrading, only young, nubile women were allowed on the list. Every new 

generation could be the last. 

 

 

 

The girls eventually retreated to their tent, confident that their honeypot would keep the creatures of 

the night at bay. They didn't even wake up when two big brown bears started growling at the suspended 

distraction. The powerful beasts swatted at Christine from their hind legs, making her swing and twirl in 

the dark. The feeling of their coarse tongue running across her tummy, pussy, and boobies was making it 

hard to resist screaming even through the apple. This wasn’t her first bear-bait night, it was better to 

pretend to be an inanimate object and hope the shiny nipple pins didn’t reflect the moonlight and 

attract attention. 

 

Though all the honey, even in the depths of her buttcrack, had been licked off, her skin tasted sweet 

enough for the bears to continue licking and nibbling the dangling popsicle until they lost the cover of 

darkness and went home to tell their bear families about their delicious discovery. The first Eager Beaver 

to come out of the tent cut the cord that anchored Christine to the tree and watched her red, raw 

tummy and breasts hit the dirt after a six-foot fall. The apple shot out of Christine’s mouth on impact, 

then she spent the troop’s breakfast and preparation time worming out of her bonds. 

 

“My sister's not a liar,” Patricia told her friends out of Deedee’s earshot. “If she says animal cum makes 

you feel good, I believe her. Why would Deedee say it’s not true and that it’s dangerous?” 

 

“Maybe it is dangerous and she wants to protect us,” another Beaver said. 

 

“We'd have to test it first, for sure.” 

 

Christine was not far behind. They did not let her bring clothes during this weekend’s expedition, but 

they did let her carry all of their packs and sleeping bags on wobbly legs, wishing she could have had at 

least a few minutes of sleep. Her thighs kept sticking together from the traces of honey and dried bear 

saliva. Her breasts were still red from bear tongue chaffing, and covered in dirt and debris pasted there 

until her upcoming shower at the dog shelter. She only heard the last thing of the other girls’ whispers 

but immediately knew she would be the test subject. 

 

Christine never understood why the troop took such pleasure in tormenting her. With metal braces, a 

short stature, braided red hair, and glasses (though they had thrown those away early on) she did stand 

out, looking more immature and inexperienced than her fellow Eager Beavers, but she had been nothing 

but nice to everyone since day one. Despite what the stinging badges pinned to her nipples said, she 



was not particularly stupid and far from ugly.  Hopefully, the troop would get a new member this year 

who might take on her humiliating duties. Even then, she swore to herself not to become a bully herself 

should the tables turn. 

 

 

“Alright girls, we're here and I need to catch the next bus. Remember to feed and walk all the dogs, not 

just the ones you like.” 

 

“Bye Deedee. Tell us how you liked the ‘insemation’ when you come back.” 

 

“Haha alright, be good.” She hacked and spat in Christine’s face on her way to the bus station, as was 

the custom at the end of every Eager Beaver meeting or activity. The pouting girl let the spit run down 

her forehead and merge with a tear on her cheek. She wasn’t allowed to wipe it off, but she also knew it 

would get washed off soon anyway. 

 

 

“It comes out of the same peepee hole my sister says.” 

 

“How do you make it come out?” 

 

“It's like a milkshake, you just suck it out.” 

 

“Ewwww, then don't you suck out some peepee too?” 

 

“Maybe. She didn't say.” 

 

“Alright, let’s make the stupid ugly bitch try it.” 

 

Christine’s face was already right next to the dog's cock because that’s where they had the canine train 

urinate. She hesitated... which was not something she often did. Hesitate too long and you end up the 

target during the next archery practice. The tips were blunt and the girls were bad shots, but it still hurt 

lots, and it was only a matter of time before she got one in the eye.   

 

She opened her mouth and blindly moved her head forward in the direction of where she thought the 

cock might be. She hoped to show effort but also hoped that the dog would have moved by the time her 

lips touched the red stick that just finished urinating in her eyes. 

 

Unfortunately, the dog’s cock, still a little wet, was right in her lips’ path. It began growing rapidly in her 

mouth the moment it squished against her tongue. 

 

“All the dogs are getting riled up,” one of the Girl Scouts said, struggling to hold back the pitbull that was 

waiting for its turn to pee in Christine’s face. 



 

“Just let them go, see what they want,” said another, relaxing her grip on the leash. 

 

What the dogs wanted was to fight over Christine’s little round butt she had unintentionally lifted in the 

air while sucking off the German Shepard. Horniness spread across the whole pack like wildfire and by 

the time Christine felt paws on her back and what she thought was a beer bottle parting her pussy lips, it 

was too late; she was surrounded, pinned, and any resistance she could muster would be squelched in 

the next few seconds.  

 

Her squeal of objection around the knot of her oral humping dog was drowned by a load of cum shot 

down her throat. She pulled her head away in disgust when the slimy texture oozed down, which led to 

the following squirts spraying her braces and getting most of it caught between the wires and her gums. 

There was no time to try to clean them off with her tongue as a Husky pushed his knot inside again, 

forced her mouth open and flattened her tongue. 

 

Christine’s thoughts turned hazy. Being raped by a pack of dogs didn’t feel as terrible as it did a moment 

ago. She moaned hard on the spongy ball and her eyes rolled far in the back of her head. Her body 

started shaking so much, the dogs only needed to push a cock in any hole to get a thorough jerking. As 

more loads filled her guts long before their effect’s duration had expired, Christine’s orgasms fed off of 

each other, amplifying her pleasure until there was nowhere in the world she would rather be than right 

here under this pile of humping dog, covered head to toe and inside out with their gooey, feel-good 

juice. 

 

The Eager Beavers had a brief discussion about their discovery. Turns out both Patricia’s sister and 

Deedee were right. True but dangerous. Nobody knew what to do next, though. Every dog they brought 

out to pee ended up joining the others in the fuckfest. Christine’s ass, pussy, and mouth were constantly 

double-stuffed by cum dispensers. The great difference in size between dogs made triple, even 

quadruple penetrations possible as smaller dogs could fuck a hole from between the legs of bigger dogs. 

Even the ones that couldn’t find a warm opening had a twitching limb to hump and the cum they 

sprayed on Christine’s skin had plenty of time to trigger mind-blowing orgasms before trickling into the 

semen puddle her hands and knees and pierced nipples were dipped in. There was no escape from the 

growing wave of pleasure. Every new orgasm made the one before feel pathetically weak. 

 

 

 

“What the heck, Beavers? I left you alone for just one day! You’re lucky none of the dogs escaped.” 

Deedee was holding up the redhead cumrag by the braids, careful not to get any dog cum on her. The 

catatonic girl was still jerking around and moaning with many days of accumulated orgasms to get out of 

her system. 

 

 “I wanted to see what would happen,” Patricia said, taking the blame. 

 



“Did anyone touch any of it?” Anyone excluded Christine, clearly.  

 

“No,” they all said in unison. 

 

“Thank goodness,” said Deedee. 

 

“We're sorry,” said Patricia with an honest pout and watery eyes. 

 

 

“Don’t be too hard on yourselves, it's my fault. I should have been completely honest with you. But now 

you understand why animal cum is dangerous, right? I’ll just tell the scoutmaster that erm... what's her 

name again?” 

 

The beavers looked at each other quizzically knowing ‘stupid ugly bitch’ was not the name Deedee was 

looking for right now. 

 

“…Anyway, I'll look it up. I'll tell her it was her idea to fuck the dogs and you tried to stop her. I’ll also 

recommend we make an example out of her so good little Beavers like you won’t be tempted again.” 

 

 

 

It was a Thursday but Christine wouldn't have been able to tell you that. She didn't even know that a 

new spring was burgeoning outside her pen. Her playdates had changed from dogs to pigs around the 

time they moved her to the science museum. From behind the glass, classes full of curious young girls 

came to learn about the dangers of cum addiction. 

 

It was unclear whether Christine really was addicted to semen; to know this there would have needed to 

be at least a brief moment in the last year where she did not receive a thick load of pig cum in her 

inflated belly or womb. The swine's long coiled penis reached untold depts inside her reproductive and 

digestive systems and the glue-like properties of their cum at the end of their climax made sure the 

deepest nooks of her insides were in permanent contact with highly-pressurized cum. 

 

 It gave the perfect show to impressionable young girls: Christine’s face stuck in permanent ahegao, 

drooling pig cum between face-fucks and licking off sticky off-white mustaches that kept forming under 

her nostrils. She was always chasing a bigger high and was always getting one. The only thing better 

than a fresh batch of piglet batter in her stomach was three of them flowing down her throat at once 

and the horny hogs didn’t disappoint. 

 

In another reality, one of the wide-eyed girls watching the horror show with her classmates grew up to 

be a scientist who found a way to synthesized animal sperm into a substance capable of impregnating 

the human female. But the disinformation spread by the Scouts made sure nobody would ever want 

touch the stuff down to the last human on earth. 


